Staff Report
Planning and Zoning Commission

DATE:

January 19, 2021

CASE:

TA-01-21 Text Amendment (Traffic Impact Analysis
Ordinance)

PREPARED BY:

Kevin Ashley, AICP –Deputy Planning Director

BACKGROUND

As the Commission is aware, the staff has been in the process of revising the Concord
Development Ordinance (CDO) to respond to the recommendations contained in the 2030
Land Use Plan. We have been incrementally working on the revisions with the assistance
of Tindale Oliver and Michael Lauer Planning.
Separately from these revisions, discussions have been occurring among City staff about
the necessity to adopt an Ordinance to address when a Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) is
required. A TIA is an analysis conducted by a private developer to examine the impacts
of a proposed development and to identify the necessary improvements to offset those
impacts.
Currently a TIA is required at the discretion of the Administrator, regardless of the size of
the project. This approach creates uncertainty among staff and the development
community and has led to concerns about the potential inequitable administration of the
provision. The proposal sets forth development thresholds for when a study is required
and specifies the contents of each type of study.
The change includes a revision to the City’s Code of Ordinances as well as adoption of a
new Article VIII of the Technical Standards Manual (TSM).These proposed changes, along
with an Executive Summary of the changes, is attached.
The City’s Transportation staff (along with the Legal Department) have been working on
the project for at least two years. The draft of the ordinance proposals was reviewed by
the Planning Technical Team (PTT) on November 18, 2020.
The item was posted for comment on the CDO rewrite webpage on December 23 and
notice of the amendment was sent to nearly 300 persons via email. The amendment was
also just posted on the City’s webpage, and has been publicized through the City’s social
media platforms.
As of the date of the report, three (3) comments have been received. The comments have
been attached to the staff report for the Commission’s review and consideration.
The City’s Transportation staff will provide a presentation of the proposed changes.
At the consensus of the Commission, the item can be referred to City Council for
consideration at the February meeting.
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From: PublicInput.com Daily Updates <support@publicinput.com>
Sent: Friday, January 8, 2021 7:02 AM
To: Scott Sherrill <sherrills@ConcordNC.gov>
Subject: Daily Engagement Summary for Scott Sherrill
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Logo

Here are engagement stats from the past 24 hours for your projects and
surveys.

TIA Ordinance

+1

+1

PARTICIPANTS

COMMENTS

Recent Comments
This TIA proposal punishes smaller local developers who are working on
providing new modern affordable housing to our community. Please
consider raising the TIA requirement to SFR and Multi Family
developments to only trigger at 50 units or more.
15 hours ago

This TIA proposal is far overreaching and is a vastly undue burden
levied upon those who wish to enrich Concord with development of new
affordable homes and small businesses. It is absurd that it requires even
the smallest of residential developments to obtain traffic studies and
possibly to make major infrastructure improvements in order to move
forward. Per the proposed TIA, a quadplex or a development of 6 homes
on existing lots would subject the owner/developer/builder to paying for

a costly study, including funding a review fee to be carried out by a nonlocal business. This transfers the wealth of Concord residents to large
companies outside of Concord who have no interest in the best interests
of our city. In addition, these costs will have to be passed on to the end
user, ie- the home or Building owner, which will further increase the
already astronomical land prices that are common right now. Rather
than punish small developers, a better solution would be to raise the
trigger for the TIA requirement to SFR and Multi Family developments
that include 50 units or more. I’m so doing, it would effectively limit the
impact on small local developers who truly care about residences for the
people of our community.
14 days ago
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From: Virginia Moore <vmoore@cmoorearch.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 11:41 AM
To: Kevin Ashley <ashleyk@concordnc.gov>
Subject: CDO responses from re-write

[NOTICE: EXTERNAL EMAIL
TIA's
We understand the need for TIA's on larger projects. We are concerned about the requirement for
the smaller projects that have identified in the Group 2 listing such as small office and commercial
buildings. The last proposal I received for a TIA was $18,400 plus reimbursables estimated at
$5,000.00. When our client's are doing their due diligence on a potential project it is hard to absorb
those costs. A large corporation may be able to absorb those costs but the local small business
owners would be difficult. Would this ordinance be limited to new construction only or would be it
be applicable to change of use projects for existing buildings when a new parking lot is expanded or
created?
-Ginger Moore
Carlos Moore Architect PA - EST 1987
Business Hours M-H 8 am - 6 pm / F - 8 am - Noon
The Splashpaw Foundation, Inc
222 Church St N
Concord NC 28025
T: 704.788.8333
F: 704.782.0487
www.cmoorearch.com
www.thesplashpawfoundation.org

Staff Report
Planning and Zoning Commission

DATE:

December 15, 2020

CASE:

Executive Summary for Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA)
Ordinance

PREPARED BY:

Devin Huston and Philip Graham, Transportation Department

BACKGROUND

This memorandum is intended to serve as a brief summary to describe the
proposed revisions to the Concord City Code and the Technical Standards Manual
(TSM) which are supplementary to the Concord Development Ordinance (CDO).
The reader should consult the proposed Ordinance and the proposed Article VIII
of the TSM for more specific details.
The Transportation Department researched procedures and requirements from
other jurisdictions and worked closely with the Legal Department in preparing this
Ordinance.
A Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) is a study that is required by a private developer to
analyze the impacts that the proposed development would have on the road
network. A TIA is intended to identify the necessary improvements (if any) to
offset those impacts to the transportation infrastructure.
Currently, TIAs are required at the discretion of the Administrator (with the
concurrence of the Transportation Director) during the development review
process as specified in Article 5 of the CDO. Unfortunately, this requirement
creates uncertainty among staff and the development community as to the
minimum requirements for approval. Particularly, the CDO is unclear as to whether
a TIA is required during the rezoning process when a site plan is required.
Transportation impacts are often discussed at length when either the Planning
Commission or City Council is considering a development approval.
Staff has proposed clear requirements as to when a TIA would be required. These
requirements are proposed to be placed in Section 50 of the City Code of
Ordinances with technical documents within newly created Article VIII of the TSM.
THRESHOLD FOR TIA

During the initial phases of the development process, the developer will be
informed of the TIA requirement including the necessity to coordinate with the
Transportation Department and the North Carolina Department of Transportation
(NCDOT) as most development proposals will include impacts to a State
maintained facility.
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The proposed Ordinance requires that any nonresidential, mixed use
development, multifamily development or residential development with six or more
dwelling units are required to submit a TIA. The Ordinance also sets forth a
minimum threshold to explain what type of TIA is required. The content and level
of analysis is intended to increase as the potential impact of the development
increases.
Study Type
Level 1: Access Location and
Design Review
Level 2: Small Development
Level 3: Medium
Development
Level 4: Large Development

Peak Hour Trips

Daily Trips

<50

<1,000

50 to 99
100 to 499

1,000 to 1,999
2,000 to 9,999

>500

>9,999

An example of a Level 1 development would be a small multifamily development
such as a quadplex (four units). An example of a Level 2 development would be
a residential subdivision of less than 100 units. An additional example would be a
mini-warehouse development, or a stand-alone CPA or dental office. Examples
of a medium development (Level 3) may be a convenience store and the large
development (Level 4) would be a regional shopping center or a mixed-use
development such as Afton Village. Only a professional engineer can prepare a
TIA and it is recommended that the preparer have experience in traffic engineering.
It is further recommended that Levels 3 and 4 studies be prepared by Professional
Traffic Operations Engineer (PTOE) which is a more advanced specialty.
As discussed above, an analysis of some sort is required with any nonresidential
development and any residential development with six or more dwelling units. The
study types as referenced above, are ranked from least to most complex
depending on the intensity of the development.
PROCESS AND REQUIREMENTS

The Ordinance requires that TIAs be submitted with rezoning, special use permit,
subdivision, or driveway permit, in accordance with the thresholds above. Most
larger developments seek staff feedback at a conceptual step and conversations
with Transportation and NDCOT have already occurred early in the process so the
requirement for an analysis should not be a surprise.
The initial discussions with the Transportation Department (and NCDOT if
applicable) is intended to set forth the “scoping” of the document, or the
parameters and the geographic extent of the study based on the physical
characteristics of the site and neighborhood.
The City’s Transportation Department is the entity that will coordinate the review
of the analysis. TIAs may be reviewed by City Transportation, or jointly with a preselected consulting firm, or solely by the consulting firm. The firm cannot be the
same Engineering firm that prepares the TIA. City staff will solicit and select firms
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through a process that includes Requests for Qualifications (RFQ). If the TIA is
selected for consultant review, the NCDOT staff will be involved in reviewing those
TIAs that have impact on NCDOT roads. Review fees will be paid directly to the
firm reviewing the TIA.
As part of the TIA, if on-site or off-site improvements are proposed, the consultant
preparing the analysis will prepare a Transportation Mitigation Agreement (TMA)
which details the necessary improvements that will be necessary to maintain the
recommended LOS, and sets for the timing for the construction of those
improvements.
If a TIA identifies intersections, street segments, or other transportation elements
in the study area are or will be inadequate with the addition of the proposed
development traffic based on the established operation requirements, the
Applicant’s TIA consultant will need to prepare a Transportation Mitigation
Agreement (TMA) which identifies any improvements the Applicant agrees to
implement in order to mitigate the impacts of the additional traffic.
In the event that the TIA is associated with either a rezoning or a special use
permit, the Ordinance requires that the analysis be approved prior to the public
hearing by Planning Commission or City Council. This requirement is proposed
because much of the discussion and opposition to development proposals is
directly related to transportation impacts and an approved TIA gives the
Commission or City Council the necessary facts to make the decision.
Transportation Levels of Service (LOS) measure the rate at which traffic flows and
is categorized from A (free-flowing with no slowdowns) to F (complete gridlock).
The City’s ultimate goal is to have the transportation system operate at LOS of C
with a minimum acceptable LOS of D. The LOS of the streets located within the
area of study will be examined in the TIA. LOS are also analyzed for pedestrian
and bicycle movement.
The Ordinance also specifies that the TIA is valid for a period of three (3) years for
a single-phase project or four (4) years for a multi-phase project. Transportation
patterns can change significantly in those time periods due to the development of
adjacent property and other transportation improvements in the vicinity.
Article VIII of the TSM includes the technical specifications for the development of
the TIA.
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SUMMARY

In summary, the proposed TIA Ordinance will create certainty among the
development community, citizens and staff as to the minimum requirements for
development approvals. We feel that the proposed thresholds requiring the TIAs
are reasonable in that the information required for the smaller developments would
be included within the site plans anyway. Again, the reader should refer to the
proposed Ordinance and the draft of Article VIII of the TSM as this summary is
intended to provide only a general overview.
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Sec. 50-125. – Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA)
(a) All proposed non-residential and mixed-use developments, all multi-family and single-family
attached residential developments, and all other residential developments with six (6) or more total
dwelling units will be required to submit a TIA.
(b) All TIAs for future developments shall begin with initial communication between the Applicant,
City Transportation staff, and NCDOT staff as necessary. This communication should be initiated
by the Applicant as soon as a project concept is under consideration. The Applicant should not wait
until the project has undergone a detailed design before discussing the potential project with City
and NCDOT staff. Failure to do so could result in changes to site access locations and site
circulation based upon initial review comments. The purpose of this communication is to provide
Applicants with information on City and State site design, access, and traffic study analysis
requirements. Site plans should be of a conceptual nature for this meeting to minimize Applicant
efforts in the preparation of final plans for submittal to the City approval processes. The City’s
Development Review Committee, which is administered by the Planning Department and includes
City Transportation staff, holds pre-submittal meetings on a regular basis and the developer is
encouraged to schedule a time slot to discuss the potential project in one of these meetings.
(c) Article VIII of the City of Concord Technical Standards Manual should be referenced for more
information about the City’s TIA requirements.
(d) TIA Level Determination - The City and/or NCDOT shall determine the level of the TIA to be
performed prior to or upon receipt of any development (by-right or rezoning) and/or driveway
permit application (hereafter referred to as “Application” for the purposes of this Section only) in
accordance with the minimum thresholds set forth below.
The content and level of analysis for each of the study types will increase as the potential impact
of the development increases. Requirements for each level are outlined in Article VIII of the
Technical Standards Manual (TSM). The following trip generation warrants shall be used to
determine the level of analysis required for a TIA.

Study Type
1.
2.
3.
4.

Access Location and Design Review
Small Development
Medium Development
Large Development

Peak-Hour Trips*
<50
50 to 99
100 to 499
> 500

Daily Trips*
< 1000
1000 to 1999
2000 to 9999
> 9999

(*based on trip generation estimates prior to any proposed trip reductions being applied)

Trip generation should be based on the most recent edition of the Institute of Transportation
Engineers Trip Generation Manual.
(e) The City and/or NCDOT may also determine the need for a higher-level TIA based on special
circumstances associated with the development, even if the gross trips fall below the warrants for
each level. Such special circumstances may include, but are not limited to, one or more of the
following:
1. The location of the proposed new development presents unusual circumstances.
2. The nature of the use presents unusual circumstances.

3. Traffic generated from a development having a likely impact on adjacent residential
neighborhoods.
4. Traffic operation issues for current and/or future years on streets within the Impact Analysis
Area are expected to be worsened by traffic generated from the proposed new development.
5. Traffic safety issues such as high accident intersections, inadequate sight distance, or other
safety concerns exist at intersections or streets that would serve the proposed new
development.
6. The proposed new development differs from the adopted Comprehensive Land Use Plan for
the City.
7. The existing streets or access system is not anticipated to accommodate the expected traffic
generation, is operating at or above capacity, or traffic near the site is experiencing
unacceptable delays at the time of the application.
8. The proposed new development includes a drive-through facility, or other uses such that
require significant on-site circulation that may have an off-site impact to adjoining roads
and/or intersections.
9. The amount, behavior and/or assigned trip distribution of traffic is different from a
previously approved TIA, or more than 12 months have passed since completion of a
previous TIA.
10. The Transportation Director, Planning and Zoning Commission, City Council, or NCDOT
representatives, may require a TIA or higher-level TIA beyond that which may otherwise
be required by this ordinance and Article VIII of the TSM.
(f) TIA Submittal Triggers – All Applicants are encouraged to begin the TIA process as soon as a
project concept is under consideration; however, TIAs should be submitted per the following:
1. Rezoning - The TIA process shall begin once an application is received. An approved TIA
Report and subsequent Transportation Mitigation Agreement (TMA) is required prior to the
approval of Rezoning applications.
2. Special Use Permits – The TIA process shall begin once an application is received. An
approved TIA Report and subsequent TMA is required prior to the approval of Special Use
Permit applications.
3. Subdivision Development – If not completed as part of a previous application process, the
TIA process shall begin once a Preliminary Plat is submitted. An approved TIA Report and
subsequent TMA is required prior to the approval of a Preliminary Plat.
4. Driveway Permit – If not completed as part of a previous application process, an approved
TIA and subsequent TMA is required prior to the approval of Driveway Permits for all

proposed non-residential and mixed-use developments, all multi-family and singlefamily attached residential developments, and all other residential developments
with 5 or more total dwelling units.
(g) TIA Scoping - Following the scoping communication with City and NCDOT Staff, a TIA Scoping
Document reflecting the understood scope and parameters of the TIA shall be prepared by the
Applicant and/or the Applicant’s TIA consultant. The Scoping Document shall be approved and
signed by the Applicant, the City, and appropriate NCDOT staff (as applicable) before TIA
preparation begins. Failure by the Applicant to provide accurate information or failure by the TIA
consultant to follow the Scoping Document shall result in disapproval of the TIA until such failures
are corrected. Any changes made to the parameters outlined in the approved Scoping Document
made by the Applicant or the Applicant’s TIA consultant will require approval from the City and
the appropriate NCDOT Representative as applicable.

An approved TIA Scoping Document is valid for nine (9) months from the date of final approval.
If a completed TIA is not submitted prior to the expiration of the nine (9) month period, the TIA
Scoping Document shall be revised if necessary and resubmitted by the Applicant for approval.
(h) Preparation of the TIA - The TIA shall be prepared in accordance with the City of Concord
Technical Standards Article VIII.
The TIA should be conducted by a licensed professional engineer with experience in traffic
engineering studies and is pre-qualified by the NCDOT Congestion Management Section to
produce TIAs. The TIA shall be prepared by, or under the supervision of, a professional engineer
(PE) who has a valid North Carolina PE license/registration and experience in traffic engineering
operations and is pre-qualified by the NCDOT Congestion Management Section to produce TIAs.
The responsible PE shall include their signature, PE seal, and the following statement of
certification at the beginning of the TIA:
“I certify that this Traffic Impact Analysis has been prepared by me or under my
immediate supervision and that I have experience and training in the field of
traffic and transportation engineering.”
(Signature)
John Q. Smith, P.E.
NC Registration #12345
Consulting Firm, Inc.
Preparation by a Professional Traffic Operations Engineer (PTOE) is preferred for Level 3 and
Level 4 TIAs.
(i) Proposed Street Connections - Street connections should be consistent with adopted plans.
However, if proposed street connections are not consistent with adopted plans, an explanation or
proposed transportation mitigation alternative that is equal to or better than the adopted plan shall
be discussed in the TIA. NCDOT and the City will be responsible for determining whether the
alternative mitigation plan meets and/or exceeds the performance standards of the proposed street
connections in the adopted plans. If it is determined that the alternative mitigation plan does not
meet the performance standards of the adopted plan then the Applicant is responsible for revising
the mitigation plan or requesting an amendment to the adopted plan. Any request to amend an
adopted plan must be approved by the highest-level authority which approved the adoption of said
plan. One example would be the City’s Comprehensive Transportation Plan which would require
Concord City Council to approve an amendment request.
(j) TIA Review - Review of TIAs submitted to the City will be undertaken by City Transportation
staff and may be reviewed jointly with, or solely by, a pre-selected consulting firm on behalf of
the City. TIAs identified to be reviewed by a consultant will be reviewed by a PE at a consulting
firm to be selected by the City. A list of consulting firms pre-selected by the City for TIA reviews
will be identified by City staff following periodic Requests for Qualifications. TIA review
consultants may not have a current contract or other agreement related to site design/development
or transportation related consulting with the Applicant for which they are conducting the review.
All TIAs requiring NCDOT review will also be reviewed by appropriate NCDOT staff.
(1) Fees – The costs for TIA reviews will be based on review proposal costs requested by City
staff of qualified engineering firms. If a TIA is identified to be reviewed by a consultant, the
review will not begin until such time as the Applicant provides payment in full to the TIA

review consultant. After the scoping process and approval of a scoping document, the City
will choose a consultant from the pre-selected list and request a statement of fees for the
review of the subsequent TIA. If, in the review process, additional study revision reviews or
meetings are required, supplemental fees may be required by the City/TIA review
consultant.
(2) Review Timelines – The City follows NC GS, Chp. 136, Transportation, § 136-93.1A to
align with NCDOT timelines for TIAs.
(3) The development of the TIA requirements for a specific development request is an iterative
process starting with the initial staff communication through the final review. City, and
NCDOT staff as appropriate, must give final approval before recommendations will be made
to the Planning and Zoning Commission and/or City Council. Once the City and NCDOT
have determined the TIA is acceptable the Applicant will be notified by letter that the TIA
has been approved.
(k) Operation Requirements – System operation is defined to include motor vehicles, pedestrians,
and bicycles. Typically, operation is cited in Levels of Service (LOS) that range from A to F. A
LOS A represents excellent operating conditions while a LOS F represents very poor operating
conditions. The methodology to determine motor vehicle operation is set forth in the Highway
Capacity Manual published by the Transportation Research Board. The pedestrian and bicycle
Level of Service operation is based on methodologies developed by the City of Charlotte, North
Carolina, and is included in Appendix G of Article VIII of the City of Concord Technical
Standards Manual.
(1) Motor Vehicle Level of Service
In order for the City transportation system to continue to operate safely and efficiently, it is
the responsibility of Applicants to minimize and adequately mitigate the traffic impacts of
new developments on the transportation system. The City goal is to have its transportation
system operate at a minimum Level of Service (LOS) C. However, the City recognizes that
at some locations throughout the transportation system, it may only be feasible to achieve
Level of Service D. Therefore, the desirable operation for street segments, intersections and
individual movements in the City’s transportation system is LOS C and the minimum is
LOS D. For analysis purposes, this LOS requirement includes each intersection movement,
not just the overall average intersection operation. Time periods to be analyzed depend upon
the development type and can include existing street morning and evening peak-traffic
periods in addition to the peak hour of the generator such as movie theaters and Saturday
midday time periods for commercial shopping corridors. The analysis periods should be
discussed with City and NCDOT staff during the scoping process.
For developments, there are two basic conditions typically encountered that affect
transportation operation. The first condition affects intersections that currently, or which will
in the future horizon year, operate without development traffic at LOS C or better. Under
this condition, new developments are expected to prevent degradation of LOS to a lower
level and/or prevent an increase in delay by more than 25% while maintaining the same LOS
at an intersection or an individual approach in order to ensure there is adequate infrastructure
to serve the development. City Transportation and/or NCDOT staff will determine if LOS C
is a feasible goal to maintain or if LOS D is a more appropriate operational goal. The City
Transportation Director shall then make a recommendation to the Development Review

Committee (DRC) for consideration. These conditions shall be treated on a case by case
basis.
The second condition affects intersections that currently, or which will in the horizon year,
operate without development traffic at or below LOS D. Under this condition, new
developments are expected to prevent any increase in delay and to maintain the base
condition LOS for an intersection or individual approach in order to either ensure
infrastructure remains adequate to serve the development or that the development does not
further contribute to existing inadequate infrastructure.
The operation of the Transportation System beyond intersections should also be considered.
The calculated existing capacity for many streets throughout Concord is provided in the
Cabarrus Rowan Metropolitan Planning Organization’s (CRMPO) Comprehensive
Transportation Plan (CTP). The level of service based on capacity should be calculated for
both the existing conditions and the build-out and horizon year conditions using Highway
Capacity Manual methodologies. The same LOS thresholds apply to street segments as they
do to intersections. Applicants are expected to ensure that the streets serving the
development have enough capacity to adequately serve the additional traffic added by the
development.
Where a new public street is proposed, the TIA should provide a LOS analysis for all
individual movements where the proposed street(s) intersects an existing street. Proposed
public streets indicated by the TIA to have an individual movement onto an existing street
with a LOS D or lower may not be eligible for public street acceptance.
The Applicant is responsible for ensuring street segments, intersections and site access
control maintain the stated LOS operation for all motor vehicle movements. Driveway
permits for developments where transportation impacts are greater than permitted and LOS
thresholds are not met may be denied due to inadequate infrastructure.
(2) Pedestrian Level of Service
Pedestrian Level of Service consistency with motor vehicle Level of Service is important.
Intersection pedestrian Level of Service follows a similar grading system as used for motor
vehicles, ranging from A through F. These service levels relate to the ability of a pedestrian
to cross a signalized intersection. Principal pedestrian considerations include number of
lanes to be crossed, crosswalk amenities, and traffic control operation. The pedestrian Level
of Service goals recommended for different roadways or sections of roadway can vary
depending on the adjacent land use context. Refer to Article VIII of the TSM for pedestrian
Level of Service recommendations based on adjacent land use development.
Level of Service descriptions and methodology are contained in the TSM Article VIII,
Appendix G. Pedestrian Levels of Service shall be calculated at signalized intersections
where motor vehicle operation levels are being calculated. While this ordinance, nor TSM
Article VIII, does not define LOS calculations or recommendations for mid-block pedestrian
crossings, the need for mid-block crossings and any proposed mid-block crossings will be
considered on a case by case basis.
(3) Bicycle Level of Service

Bicycle Level of Service consistency with motor vehicle and pedestrian Level of Service is
important. Intersection bicyclist Level of Service follows a similar grading system as used
for motor vehicles, ranging from A through F. The Level of Service criteria relate to the
ability of a bicyclist to cross a signalized intersection. Principal bicycle considerations
include number of lanes to be crossed, bicycle lane design, and traffic control operation.
Similar to pedestrian Level of Service, the operational goals recommended for different
roadways can vary depending on the context of adjacent land use and consideration of the
City’s bike route plan. It is noted that conflicts may exist between motor vehicle and bicycle
Level of Service with priorities to be established by the City and/or NCDOT staff. Refer to
Article VIII of the TSM for bicycle Level of Service recommendations based on adjacent
land use development.
Level of Service descriptions and methodology are contained in Article VIII of the TSM,
Appendix G. Bicycle Levels of Service shall be calculated at signalized intersections where
motor vehicle operation levels are being calculated.
(l) Transportation Mitigation Agreement (TMA) – Upon completion and approval of the TIA,
certain on-site transportation mitigation measures may be required as recommended by the TIA, or
as required in accordance with the City’s Technical Standards Manual. If so, the TIA consultant
shall prepare a Transportation Mitigation Agreement (TMA) which will summarize the following:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Development plan,
Phasing and timing of development (if applicable),
Site access and points of ingress/egress,
All, on-site mitigation measures and/or improvements required to adequately mitigate the
project impacts to the City’s transportation system, including vehicular, pedestrian, and
bicycle improvements,
(5) All off-site mitigation measures (including pedestrian and bicycle improvements) identified
by the TIA and/or City and NCDOT staff and determined to be necessary for the transportation
system to adequately serve the development,
(6) Trigger points and deadlines for construction of any improvements,
In the event Off-Site mitigation measures are indicated by the TIA, or determined by City or
NCDOT staff as necessary to mitigate the traffic impacts of the development on the safety and
general welfare of the traveling public, the Application or subsequent driveway permit may be
denied by the City upon a determination that:
(1) The specific improvements are not planned or are planned but not funded by the City (or
NCDOT in the event such improvements are indicated for state roads) at the time of the
Application and,
(2) The City (or NCDOT in the event such improvements are indicated for state roads)
determines, based on the TIA, that the proposed new development will create excessive delay,
or hazards to the health, safety and general welfare of the traveling public without such
mitigation measures.
If such a determination is made, the Applicant will be made aware that the transportation network
is inadequate to serve the development as proposed and analyzed by the TIA and that a subsequent
driveway permit will not be approved. The Applicant will have the option to revise the proposed
development to reduce the traffic impacts to acceptable levels, volunteer agree to
construct/implement the identified off-site mitigation measures as part of the TMA, or wait to
resubmit until such time that sufficient improvements are constructed by other parties to adequately
serve the proposed development.

The TMA must be signed by the Applicant, City and NCDOT (if mitigation involves a state
roadway), must identify all on-site mitigation measures which the Applicant agrees to construct,
install, or otherwise implement, and must also identify all off-site mitigation measures which the
applicant voluntarily agrees to construct, install, or otherwise implement.
(m) Phasing of Mitigation Measures
All mitigation measures agreed to in the approved TMA must be constructed or implemented
prior to approval of the first Final Plat, Zoning Permit, or final Certificate of Occupancy (CO) for
a non-phased development. If the proposed development is planned to be completed in multiple
phases all mitigation measures agreed to in the approved TMA must be constructed or
implemented prior to approval of the first Final Plat, Zoning Permit, or final Certificate of
Occupancy (CO) of the second phase, regardless of the total number of proposed phases unless
otherwise agreed to in the TMA.
The TIA shall address the phasing of improvements for each phase of development and the
Applicant shall provide a financial guarantee as outlined in the City’s Land Development
Guidelines in the amount of 125% of all deferred transportation improvements within City rightof-way prior to issuance of a City Driveway Permit and/or Prior to the City signing off on an
NCDOT Driveway Permit for any phase beyond the first. The cost estimate will be provided by
the Applicant for review and acceptance by the City. The cost estimate will include costs for
planning/design, permitting, construction and right-of-way. Refer to Article 5 of the Concord
Development Ordinance (CDO), section 5.7.4 for Construction Responsibilities and Performance
Security for Improvements. All improvements within NCDOT right-of-way shall be bonded in
accordance with NCDOT regulations. The need for bonds associated with undefined future
development for subdivisions of large parcels will be determined on a case by case basis.
(n) Traffic Impact Analysis Relevance
Due to the ever-changing nature of traffic throughout the City it is necessary to establish
appropriate lengths of time for which an approved TIA will be considered relevant. Assuming the
amount, behavior and/or assigned trip distribution of traffic and all proposed accesses remain the
same for a proposed development, an approved TIA will remain relevant for 3 years from the date
of approval for a single-phase development and 4 years for a multi-phase development. If all
phases of a proposed development have not received final site plan and/or construction document
approval prior to the TIA being deemed irrelevant then a new or revised TIA and subsequent
approved TMA will be required prior to site plan and/or construction document approval.
(o) Right-Of-Way
The Applicant is responsible for ensuring sufficient Right-Of-Way exists or is acquired prior to
beginning construction of transportation improvements and mitigation measures agreed to by the
Applicant in the approved TMA. If sufficient Right-Of-Way does not exist and the Applicant is
unable to acquire Right-Of-Way necessary to construct the transportation improvements and
mitigation measures agreed to in the approved TMA, then the TIA and/or site plan should be
revised to account for any mitigation measures which cannot be constructed as planned.

City of Concord
Technical Standards Manual

Article VIII
Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA)
Appendix B
TIA Scoping Document

City of Concord TIA Scoping Document
A Traffic Impact Analysis (TIA) is required for all proposed non-residential and mixed-use
developments, all multi-family and single-family attached residential developments, and all other
developments with six (6) or more total dwelling units. This document is used to determine the scope of a
TIA when required. An NCDOT Traffic Impact Analysis Need Screening / Scoping Request should also
be submitted if applicable.
Project Name:
Location:

Previous Name (if applicable):

Project Description (Attach additional pages if needed):

Project Contact:
Company Name

Applicant

TIA Consultant

Contact Person
Phone Number
Email
Mailing
Address

Site Plan and Access – A Site Plan is required for TIA scoping. While the site plan may not be finalized
during the TIA scoping stage, the graphic representation of the proposed development shall provide
adequate details on the development scope and context. More specifically, the site plan/map shall clearly
show the location and type of each access point, spacing to adjacent and opposing driveways or
intersections, internal street network, any nearby interstate, US, NC or Secondary Roads (SR), proposed
buildings/parcels with their anticipated uses and sizes at full build-out, and proposed phasing if
applicable.
Site Plan Prepared By:

Site Plan Date:

Parcel Size (Acres):
Ex. Zoning:

Preliminary Master
Plan Provided?
Proposed Zoning:

Anticipated Build-Out Year

Number of Phases:

Application Type: (Rezoning, Special Use Permit, Driveway Permit, etc.)
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Trip Generation – Use ITE Trip Generation Handbook, current edition. Do NOT adjust for pass-by,
internal capture, or diverted trips. (Attach additional sheets if needed)
ITE
LUC

Proposed Land Use

Size

Unit

Daily Trips

AM Peak Hour Trips
Enter Exit
Total

PM Peak Hour Trips
Enter
Exit
Total

Data
Source

Total

Trip Generation should be in accordance with City of Concord Technical Standards Manual, Article VIII.
NCDOT MSTA calculator should be used for school sites.
Annual Growth Factor to be used:

%

Justification/Data Source:
Identify site access (Attach additional sheets if needed):
New
Access

On Road
Road Name

Access Type
Permitted
Movements1

Driveway Spacing

Traffic
Control2

Distance (ft)

Direction

Nearest
Intersection/Access

Access A
Access B
Access C
Access D
Access E

Existing
Access

Existing intersection of
Road A

Access
Modification3

Road B

Proposed Interconnectivity (if applicable)
Connector #
Connector 1
Connector 2
Connector 3
Connector 4

Access 1
Access 2
Access 3
Access 4

Road
Connected

Adjacent
Development

1

Conventional Full-Mvmt, Roundabout, RIRO, RIRO w/Left-Over, Median U-Turn, Other
Signal, 2-Way Stop, All-Way Stop, Yield, Uncontrolled
3
New Signal, New Roundabout, Mvmt Restriction, Other, N/A
2

Trip Distribution:
Attach a graphic showing the proposed trip distribution throughout the Impact Analysis Area.
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City of Concord TIA Study Type Based on Trip Generation: Please Select TIA Type.
Scenarios to be Analyzed:
☐

Existing Conditions Present Year:

Year

☐

☐

Full Build-Out Year w/out Dev.:

Year

☐
☐

☐

Full Build-Out Year w/Dev.:
Build-Out Year for each Phase w/o Dev.:

Year
Year

☐
☐

☐

CRMPO Long Range Plan year w/Dev.:

Year

☐

Horizon Year (Build-Out + 5) w/o
Dev.:
Horizon Year (Build-Out + 5) w/Dev.:

Year

NCDOT identified:
Build-Out Year for each Phase
w/Dev.:
Other (attach description):

Year
Year

Year

Year

Analysis Periods:
☐
☐
☐

☐
☐
☐

Weekday AM Peak:
Weekday Midday Peak:
Weekend Peak:

Weekday PM Peak:
Weekday AM/PM School Peak:
Other:

Compliance with Transportation Plan Notes:

Impact Analysis Area: Attach a map identifying all intersections to be analyzed. (Attach additional
sheets if needed)
External
Intersection

Intersection of
Road A

Road B

Traffic1
Control

Intersection Turning Movement Counts
Date of
Growth
New/Existing
Counts
Adjustment

Notes

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
Internal
Intersection

Intersection of
Road A

Road B

Access Type
Traffic
Permitted
Control1
Movements2

Intersection Spacing
Distance
(ft)

101
102
103
104
105
1
Signal, 2-Way Stop, All-Way Stop, Yield, Uncontrolled
2
Conventional Full-Mvmt, Roundabout, RIRO, RIRO w/Left-Over, Median U-Turn, Other
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Direction

Nearest
Intersection

City of Concord TIA Scoping Document
The Following data will be collected:
☐ New traffic turning movement counts in 15-min intervals
☐ Roadway/Intersection Configuration & Traffic Control
☐ Traffic Signal Phasing & Timing Data
☐ Crash Data:

Period -

Intersection Locations (use intersection or access numbers from tables) Street
Segments:
☐

Street Street -

From:
From:

To:
To:

Other:

Traffic Signal and/or Multi-Way Stop Analyses:
☐ Traffic Signal Warrant Analysis:
Locations:
☐ Multi-Way Stop Warrant Analysis:
Locations:
Committed transportation improvements within the study area identified by City and/or NCDOT:
(type, location, anticipated start year of construction)

List of approved developments to include as committed project traffic in the TIA:

Additional Comments: (NCDOT TIA requirements, approved variations from TIA guidelines, etc.)

Submittals:
The TIA Consultant shall provide at least one (1) electronic and one (1) hard copy of draft and final TIA
Reports to the City Transportation Director at PO Box 308, Concord, NC 28026. If a TIA is identified for
review by a pre-selected consultant, the Applicant shall also provide the number of hard and electronic
copies as required by the review consultant. The TIA Consultant is responsible for providing required
copies of TIAs to the NCDOT as applicable. Submittals to the City should include the TIA Submittal
Checklist in Appendix H, Article VIII of the City of Concord Technical Standards Manual.
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AGREEMENT BY ALL PARTIES
The undersigned agree to the contents and methodology described in this TIA Scoping Document and
within Article VIII of the City of Concord Technical Standards Manual for completing the required TIA
supportive of the development application identified herein. Any changes to the methodology or content
contemplated by the Applicant or the TIA Consultant must be submitted, in writing, to the City
Transportation Director and appropriate NCDOT representative, if applicable, and a revised TIA Scoping
Document executed before such changes may be accepted for the TIA report. Subsequent revisions to the
development plan (e.g. land use, density, site access, schedule, etc.) may require additional scoping and
analysis, and may modify the TIA requirements.
This agreement shall become effective on the date approved by the City and shall expire nine (9) months
from the effective date or upon changes to the roadway network and/or development assumptions which
may alter the potential transportation system impacts, whichever occurs first. Once expired, renewal or rescoping will be required prior to subsequent TIA submittals.
APPLICANT
Signature

Printed Name

Date

Printed Name

Date

Printed Name

Date

Printed Name

Date

TIA CONSULTANT
Signature
NCDOT REPRESENTATIVE (if applicable)
Signature
Email concurrence may be used in lieu of the signature

CITY TRANSPORTATION REPRESENTATIVE
Reviewed and approved by City Transportation on:

Signature
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CONCORD TECHNICAL STANDARDS MANUAL
TRAFFIC IMPACT ANALYSIS

APPENDIX C – Turn Lane Warrants

Dedication and construction of turn lanes may be needed to serve traffic from a proposed
development.
Turn lanes must be provided for conditional uses, special uses, driveway permits, or subdivision
approvals for developments proposing direct or indirect (i.e. adding accesses to existing dead end
or limited access neighborhood/development street networks) access to two-lane public streets
with average daily traffic (ADT) exceeding four thousand (4000) vehicles per day, or four-lane
or larger public streets with ADT exceeding eight thousand (8,000) vehicles per day, if any one
of the following conditions are also present:
1. Fifty (50) or more off-street parking spaces are required;
2. More than (100) trips during the peak hours of 7:00 a.m. and 9:00 a.m., 11:00 a.m. and
1:00 p.m., and 4:00 p.m. and 6:00 p.m. are generated. Data shall be based on the
Institute of Transportation Engineers Manual titled “Trip Generation” and based upon
the highest land use permitted by the zoning classification considering any restriction
imposed by any conditional use permit, special use permit, or other legally enforceable
restriction;
3. More than twenty-five (25) truck (more than 13,000 G.V.W.) trips per day through a
single driveway are expected;
4. Special safety or traffic conditions exist due to limited sight distance, street grade,
horizontal and vertical curvature, and/or crash history; or
5. At least fifty (50) residential dwelling units are served by the access point.
In addition to the criteria listed above, Tables C-1 and C-2 offer further guidance to warrant the
installation of dedicated left or right turn lanes on streets throughout Concord. The NCDOT chart
“Warrant Left and Right Turn Lanes” (pg. 80) in the NCDOT Policy On Street and Driveway
Access recommends storage lengths for left and right turn lanes based on the number of turns
versus the opposing volume of traffic. This chart should also be considered when determining if
turn lanes are warranted and should be used as a basis for determining the storage length required
for turn lanes into a site. The chart is included below. When warranted, the minimum storage and
taper lengths for turn lanes is 100’, shorter lengths will only be considered for exceptional cases.
Turn lanes should be designed per NCDOT recommendations. Two charts (pages 78 and 79)
outlining NCDOT recommended treatments for turn lanes included in the NCDOT Driveway
Permit Manual are provided below for reference.
Note: Dual right- or left-turn lanes should be considered when the turning volume exceeds 300
vehicles per hour.
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Right-Turn Lane Warrants
Minimum Peak Hour Right-Turn Traffic Volume
# of thru lanes per direction
1

2

3

Peak Hour
Traffic
Volume on
the
Roadway in
Advancing
Direction
≤ 200
201 - 300
301 - 400
401 - 500
501 - 600
601 - 700
701 - 800
801 - 900
901 - 1000
1001 - 1100
1101 - 1200
1201 - 1300
1301 - 1400

< 45 MPH
Posted
Speed
85
58
27
20
12
9
8
7
6
6

≥ 45 MPH
Posted
Speed
30
19
14
12
9
8
7
6
5
5
4
4

< 45 MPH
Posted
Speed
140
80
53
40
30
23
18
14
11

≥ 45 MPH
Posted
Speed
55
30
25
18
15
12
11
9
8
8
6

All
Speeds
18
16
15
12

1400 +

5

3

8

6

10

Table C-1
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Left-Turn Lane Warrants
Minimum Peak Hour Left-Turn Traffic Volume
# of thru lanes per direction
2
(Undivided)*

1
Peak Hour
Traffic
Volume on
the
Roadway in
Advancing
Direction
≤ 200
201 - 300
301 - 400
401 - 500
501 - 600
601 - 1000

< 45 MPH
Posted
Speed
30
12
12
12
12
12

≥ 45 MPH
Posted
Speed
15
12
12
12
12
12

< 45 MPH
Posted
Speed
40
30
25
15
10

≥ 45 MPH
Posted
Speed
30
25
18
12
8

1000 +

12

8

10

8

*On non-freeway divided highways, left-turn or U-turn lanes
should be provided at median breaks.

Table C-2
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APPENDIX F - TMA

TRANSPORTATION MITIGATION AGREEMENT
Project Information

Applicant Information

Project Name:

Applicant Name:

Project Owner:

Applicant Phone:

Project Location:

Applicant Address:

Case Number:

Applicant Email:

The City of Concord, with concurrence from the North Carolina Department of Transportation (where
applicable), and the Applicant hereby agree that the information documented herein accurately and
completely describes the development project and mitigation measures required and/or agreed upon to
adequately mitigate the development’s impacts to the public transportation system. The Applicant, and
their successors and/or assigns, agrees to be responsible for the complete implementation of the identified
mitigation measures as a condition of the subject development.
TRANSPORTATION IMPACT ANALYSIS (TIA) REPORT
Scoping Document Date:
TIA Consultant:

Site Plan Date:
Final TIA Date:

The final TIA Report for the subject development and/or application must be attached as an exhibit to this
agreement. Between the date of this agreement and the final build-out of the development, any deviation
from the proposed site plan, access locations, development program (including the square footage, number
of dwelling units and types, trip generation, trip distribution, phasing, build-out years, etc.) and other
pertinent information identified and used in the impact analysis must be submitted to the City and NCDOT
(where applicable) for consideration to determine if a revised TIA and/or subsequent revised TMA will be
required.
If the project name changes throughout the development process from that used in the final TIA, the
Applicant, and their successors and/or assigns, is responsible for notifying the City and the NCDOT of the
name change to ensure proper record keeping.
MITIGATION MEASURES
For the purposes of this document, the term “Mitigation Measures” includes all transportation
improvements, traffic safety improvements, access control measures, transportation demand
management plans, and other measures intended to address the traffic impact of the proposed
development.
All mitigation measures identified in the final approved TIA, and listed below, should be constructed and/or
implemented in order for the transportation system to safely and adequately serve the traffic related to the
subject development. While there is no requirement for the Applicant to construct/implement the identified
off-site mitigation measures, applications and subsequent driveway permits are subject to disapproval if
existing and/or proposed infrastructure is determined to be inadequate to safely and efficiently serve the
proposed development. The Applicant is responsible for verifying and ensuring adequate Rights-of-Way
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(R/W) and/or easements exist prior to construction/implementation of any mitigation measures. Alterations
to mitigation measures due to the lack of R/W or easements may require a revised TIA and subsequent
TMA.
For single phased developments, all mitigation measures agreed to must be completed prior to the approval
of the first Final Plat, Zoning Permit, or final Certificate of Occupancy (CO). If the proposed development
is planned to be completed in multiple phases, all mitigation measures agreed to in the approved TMA must
be constructed or implemented prior to approval of the first Final Plat, Zoning Permit, or final Certificate
of Occupancy (CO) of the second phase, regardless of the total number of proposed phases unless otherwise
noted in the list.
Describe the location, nature, extent, and phasing of all mitigation measures identified in the final
approved TIA. (Attach additional pages if needed)
Location:
Mitigation Measure:
Phasing:
☐

Check if Applicant agrees to construct/implement this mitigation measure/transportation improvement

Location:
Mitigation Measure:
Phasing:
☐

Check if Applicant agrees to construct/implement this mitigation measure/transportation improvement

Location:
Mitigation Measure:
Phasing:
☐

☐

Check if Applicant agrees to construct/implement this mitigation measure/transportation improvement

Check if additional sheets are attached
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BONDING REQUIREMENTS
Deferral of certain Mitigation Measures may be considered on a case-by-case basis. If any Mitigation
Measures are approved to be deferred, the Applicant must issue a bond, letter of credit, or other performance
security for improvements in accordance with section 5.7.4, Article 5 of the city’s CDO. Bonding
requirements for mitigation measures and improvements within NCDOT right-of-way will be determined
by NCDOT. (Attach additional sheets if needed.)
Deferred Mitigation(s)/Improvement(s):
Anticipated Date of Completion:
☐

Select Date

Bonded Amount:

Check if Applicant agrees to construct/implement this mitigation measure

Deferred Mitigation Measure:
Anticipated Date of Completion:
☐

Select Date

Bonded Amount:

Check if Applicant agrees to construct/implement this mitigation measure

Deferred Mitigation Measure:
Anticipated Date of Completion:
☐

Select Date

Bonded Amount:

Check if Applicant agrees to construct/implement this mitigation measure

Deferred Mitigation Measure:
Anticipated Date of Completion:
☐

Select Date

Bonded Amount:

Check if Applicant agrees to construct/implement this mitigation measure

ADDITIONAL CONDITIONS
Describe additional traffic impact and safety items to be coordinated through the development process
which the Applicant agrees to. (Attach additional sheets if needed)

☐ Check if additional sheets are attached
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AGREEMENT BY ALL PARTIES
The mitigation measures and additional conditions listed in this Transportation Mitigation Agreement
(TMA) have been determined to be necessary to adequately mitigate the impacts of the traffic related to the
proposed development or, at minimum, maintain the current levels of service for all street segments and
individual movements at intersections within the study area. If any of the identified mitigation measures
are not agreed to in this TMA, the Applicant understands that the proposed development and/or any
associated driveway permits are subject to disapproval due to the lack of adequate infrastructure. The
Applicant is responsible for complete construction/implementation of all mitigation measures and
satisfaction of any additional conditions agreed to in the list above. Any deviation from the development
features as described in the final TIA, including but not limited to land uses and site access, must be
submitted to City and NCDOT (as applicable) staff in writing for review and determination if a revised TIA
and subsequent TMA will be required.
This TMA will expire at such time that the TIA is considered irrelevant.
Date of TIA Approval: Select Date.
TIA is irrelevant 3 years from approval date.
☐ Single-Phase Development
TIA is irrelevant 4 years from approval date.
☐ Multi-Phase Development
APPLICANT
Signature

Printed Name

Date

______________________ County, North Carolina
Sworn and Subscribed before me this the ___ day of _____________, 20____

____________________________
Signature of Notary Public

________________________________
(Print or type name of Notary Public)

(Seal)

NCDOT REPRESENTATIVE (if applicable)
Signature

Printed Name

Date

Printed Name

Date

CITY TRANSPORTATION REPRESENTATIVE
Reviewed and approved by City Transportation on:

Signature
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APPENDIX E SIGHT DISTANCE EVALUATION

Sight Distance Criteria
Sight distance should be measured at a height of 3.5’ above the ground with a minimum of 1’ vertical
separation between the highest obstruction and the sight line. Table A-1 gives the minimum required sight
distance for stop controlled intersections.

Table E-1
Minimum Intersection Sight Distance (ISD)*
Passenger
Cars
(ft.)
Left / Right

Single Unit
Trucks
(ft.)
Left / Right

Combination Trucks
(ft.)
Left / Right

Design Speed
(mph)
20
225 / 195
279 / 250
337 / 310
25
280 / 240
348 / 315
422 / 385
30
335 / 290
418 / 375
506 / 465
35
390 / 335
488 / 440
590 / 540
40
445 / 385
557 / 500
675 / 620
45
500 / 430
627 / 565
759 / 695
50
555 / 480
697 / 625
843 / 770
55
610 / 530
766 / 685
927 / 850
*Values are based on case B1 and B2 from AASHTO Policy on Geometric Design of Highways and
Streets with base condition of two-lane highway with no median and grades <=3%. For conditions
outside of the base conditions appropriate adjustments should be made in accordance with
AASHTO Policy.
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G.1

APPENDIX G

INTRODUCTION

The following Level of Service (LOS) methodology was developed by the City of Charlotte, North
Carolina to assess pedestrian and bicyclist comfort and safety while crossing signalized street
intersections. The results can be weighed against motor vehicle LOS to balance user needs and priorities
at an intersection. Pedestrian and bicyclist LOS is based on crossing comfort and safety compared to
motor vehicle LOS, which is based on driver delay. While delay is a factor to pedestrians and bicyclists,
crossings that appear unsafe or imposing result in people avoiding those intersection crossings. Efforts
to improve motor vehicle LOS typically include the addition of extra lanes or signal timing enhancements
that are generally perceived to negatively affect pedestrians and bicyclists. Resources used to prepare
this methodology include FHWA’s Pedestrian Facilities Users Guide, ITE’s Traffic Control Devices
Handbook, FDOT’s Point Level of Service Report dated August 2001 and Portland's Pedestrian Design
Guide. The LOS methodologies for pedestrians and bicyclists are presented as separate analysis
techniques since major impediments are different for pedestrians and bicyclists.
G.2

PEDESTRIAN INTERSECTION LOS

A.

Signalized Intersection Parameters and Their Relative Importance

The primary impediments to comfort and safety for pedestrians at signalized intersections are crossing
distance and conflicts with turning vehicles. Vehicle volumes and speeds are factors as well, but these
are tempered by the presence of the traffic signal, its phasing and/or physical characteristics of the
intersection. For example, tight corner radii can slow the speed of right-turning vehicles, and right and
left turn volume conflicts can be reduced or eliminated by signal phasing. These design factors affect
pedestrian’s perceived comfort and safety.
This methodology identifies those key elements or features that enhance or reduce pedestrian perceptions
of comfort and safety and then weighs them relative to one another by a point system.
B.

Key Intersection Parameters
1.

Pedestrian Crossing Distance

Crossing distance is the primary crossing obstacle for pedestrians and therefore receives the
greatest weight in this methodology–accounting for more than half of all possible points. The
shorter distance a pedestrian has to walk to cross a street, the easier and more comfortable it is
perceived to be. For example, a crossing distance equivalent to two or three lanes rates a
minimum LOS C, exclusive of any other features. By contrast, a crossing of six to seven lanes
generally falls in the LOS E to F range, exclusive of any other features. For wide crossings,
where there is a greater probability that pedestrians might fail to make it across the entire
roadway in the signal time provided, LOS can be improved noticeably if there is a median wide
enough to serve as refuge. Crossing distance should be measured along the marked crosswalk,
or if unmarked, the assumed path one would take to cross the street. The crossing distance for
streets with medians is the total distance to cross the street, including the median width. For
streets with right-turn porkchop islands, the crossing distance is that required to reach the far
intersection corner minus the distance within the porkchop island.
2.

Signal Phasing and Timing
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This is the most intricate of the categories and accounts for nearly 20 percent of the total points.
It is rated according to the type and level of crossing information provided to the pedestrian and
whether the signal phasing minimizes or eliminates conflicts between pedestrians and turning
vehicles.
Dedicated left-turn phasing is generally perceived as a benefit to pedestrians if accompanied by
pedestrian signals that inform pedestrians when they can cross without a conflict with leftturning vehicles. With a dedicated left-turn signal phase but no pedestrian signal, pedestrians
have greater risk exposure because motorists are less likely to yield when they have a green
arrow than when they have a solid green ball indication. This situation is viewed negatively.
Right turns are rated according to lane configuration and signal phasing. Points cannot be gained
from this subcategory but can be lost if overlap phasing is used and no pedestrian signals are
present. Similar to dedicated left-turn phasing, motorists are less likely to yield to pedestrians
when they have a green arrow than when they have a solid green ball indication.
Points can be attained by the presence of pedestrian signals, provided vehicle conflicts are
reduced and/or information is given by the signals that show pedestrians how much time is
available for them to cross the street (countdown signals). Additional points can be obtained by
timing the pedestrian phases for slower walk speeds if countdown pedestrian signals are used.
Pedestrian phase times based on slower walk speeds without countdown signals are not
perceived by pedestrians and therefore do not receive extra points.
3.

Corner Radius

A corner radius is rated according to its potential effects on right-turning vehicle speeds and any
increased walking distance for the pedestrian. A smaller corner radius will generally lead to
slower right-turn speeds and will help minimize the crosswalk distance. Negative points are
given for very large corner radii. If the effective radius for right-turning vehicles is significantly
larger than the actual radius of the pavement edge (as might be the case where on-street parking
is allowed near intersection corners), the effective radius should be considered. For simplicity,
no distinction is made between radius distance and its effect on vehicle-turning speeds onto a
street with either a single lane or multiple lanes. Also, the effect of intersection angle on vehicleturning speeds is not directly incorporated into this methodology. Corner radius ranks third for
points among the rated intersection features.
4.

Right-Turns-On-Red

There are differing views as to the safety benefits of prohibiting right-turns-on-red. Since
prohibiting right-turns-on-red eliminates a possible conflict between pedestrians and motorists,
its effect is rated. The Right-Turns-On-Red and Crosswalk (below) features each account for 5
percent of the possible points.
5.

Crosswalk

The presence and design features of a crosswalk are both rated. Marked crosswalks may help
raise awareness to motorists of the possibility of pedestrians crossing the street. Enhanced
crosswalks are perceived as being more visible and therefore somewhat more effective than
simple transverse markings.
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Traffic Flow Direction

Points are given to account for situations where there are no left or right turn traffic conflicts,
such as for one-way streets or intersections. Note, however, that points are subtracted for the
departure leg of a one-way street, if that street intersects with a two-way street. This accounts
for the increased risk to pedestrians caused by their exposure to turning traffic for the entire
crossing distance of the road, instead of just a portion of the crossing distance (such as is the
case for crossing a two-way street).
C.

Intersection Features Not Rated

There are several other intersection features which are not rated, that should be considered for pedestrian
comfort and safety. Among these features are sight lines, lighting, pavement condition, signing, curb
extensions, and ADA features such as accessible ramps and signals. These features are not included in
the pedestrian LOS determination in an effort to focus on the major elements previously described.
D.

Pedestrian LOS Matrix

The summation of total points for all six intersection pedestrian parameters for a particular intersection
approach provides the LOS for that approach. Adding all approach points and dividing by the number
of approaches provides the overall intersection LOS. More points equate to a higher LOS.
When applying this methodology, it is important to remember that for a particular intersection
approach, the feature being assessed is the one that affects or creates conflicts with the pedestrian
crossing. For example, vehicle-turning movements from the street adjacent to the crossing are the turns
to be considered. This is true for both right and left turns.
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1. Pedestrian Crossing Distance

Crossing Distance
Less than 30 feet
30 feet to 40 feet
41 feet to 52 feet

Typical
Number of
Travel
Lanes
2
3
4

53 feet to 64 feet

5

65 feet to 76 feet

6

77 feet or more

7+

Median Presence
None
No median or less than 4 feet
No median or less than 4 feet
Narrow median (4 feet to 6 feet)
Median refuge (6 feet or more)
No median or less than 4 feet
Narrow median (4 feet to 6 feet)
Median refuge (6 feet or more)
No median or less than 4 feet
Narrow median (4 feet to 6 feet)
Median refuge (6 feet or more)
No median or less than 4 feet
Narrow median (4 feet to 6 feet)
Median refuge (6 feet or more)

2. Signal Phasing and Timing
A. Left turn phasing
A1.
No protected left turn phase
A2.
No protected left turn phase
A3.
Protected/Permissive phase
A4.
Protected/Permissive phase
A5.
Protected/Prohibited phase
A6.

Protected/Prohibited phase

A7.
A8.

Protected/Prohibited phase
No left-turn conflict

No pedestrian phase
With pedestrian phase
No pedestrian phase
With pedestrian phase
No pedestrian phase
No pedestrian phase w/ dual left
turn lanes
With pedestrian phase
(Tee intersection or one-way)

B. Right Turn Traffic (Lane Configuration and Signal Phasing)
B1.
Shared thru/right lane
No pedestrian phase
B2.
Shared thru/right lane
With pedestrian phase
B3.
Exclusive right-turn lane
No pedestrian phase
No overlap phase
B4.
Exclusive right-turn lane
With pedestrian phase
No overlap phase
B5.
Exclusive right turn lane
No pedestrian phase
Overlap phase
B6.
Exclusive right turn lane
With pedestrian phase
Overlap phase
B7.
Dual right turn lanes
No pedestrian phase
No overlap phase
B8.
Dual right turn lanes
With pedestrian phase
No overlap phase

G-4

Points
60
53
42
45
48
30
35
43
15
22
35
0
10
25

0
4
-5
6
-2
-5
10
See Parameter 6

0
0
0
0
-10
0
-10
0
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B9.
B10.
B11.

Dual right turn lanes
Overlap phase
Dual right turn lanes
Overlap phase
No right turn conflict

APPENDIX G

No pedestrian phase
With pedestrian phase
(Tee intersection or one-way)

C. Pedestrian Signal Display
C1.
Pedestrian phase with conventional style display (walk / flashing
don't walk)
C2.
Pedestrian phase with countdown display
C3.
Leading pedestrian phase (Peds start crossing before vehicles on
adjacent street) – Conventional display
C4.
Leading pedestrian phase (peds start crossing before vehicles on
adjacent street) – Countdown display.
C5.
Pedestrian walk speeds
4.0 ft/sec or faster
3.5 ft/sec
3.0 ft/sec
3.
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.

Corner Radius
Radius up to 20’
Radius of 21’ to 35’
Radius of 36’ to 50’
Radius larger than 50’
Compound Curve
E1.
Without Channel Island
E2.
With Channel Island
F. Channel Island Slip Lane Design
F1.
Yield Controlled
F2.
Signal Controlled
G. No Corner Radius (Tee Intersection)

-15
0
See Parameter 6

0
5
4
7
0
1
2

11
5
0
-5
-5
0
2
8
11

4. Right Turns on Red
A. Allowed
B. Prohibited

0
5

5. Crosswalk
A. No Marked Crosswalk
B. Marked Crosswalk
B1.
Transverse markings (perpendicular to traffic flow)
B2.
Diagonal/Longitudinal markings (between transverse markings)
C. Textured/Colored Crosswalk Surface

6. Traffic Flow Direction
A. Pedestrian Crossing of Two-way Street

0
3
5
5

0
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B. Pedestrian Crossing of One-way Street (or Tee intersection without left/right-turn
conflicts)
B1.
Approach crossing where the only pedestrian/vehicle conflicts are
from right-turning vehicles (no left-turn conflicts)
B2.
Approach crossing where the only pedestrian/vehicle conflicts are
from left-turning vehicles (no right-turn conflicts)
B3.
Approach crossing where there are no pedestrian/vehicle conflicts
B4.
Departure leg of a one-way street with three or more lanes that
intersects with a two-way street (pedestrian exposed to both
left- and right-turn vehicle conflicts for entire crossing distance)
B5.
Departure leg of a one-way street with three or more lanes
that intersects with a two-way street (pedestrian exposed to
both left- and right-turn vehicle conflicts for entire crossing
distance), but the left-turn conflict minimized by
Protected/Prohibited left-turn phase on the adjacent street,
and pedestrian crossing is controlled by ped signals.

Pedestrian LOS based on total points

LOS

Total Points

A
B
C
D
E
F

84 or greater
68-83
52-67
35-51
18-34
less than 18

G-6

15
15
30
-10

-3
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INTERSECTION PEDESTRIAN LOS WORKSHEET EXAMPLE

Parameters
1. Pedestrian
Crossing
Distance
Score

Northbound

Approach Crossing
Eastbound
Southbound

Westbound

64 feet
5 lanes
(4 TH, 1 LT and a
4 foot median)

48 feet
4 lanes
(4 shared/TH, no
median)

73 feet
5 lanes
(4 TH, 1 RT and a
10 foot median)

50 feet
4 lanes
(4 shared/TH, no
median)

35

42

35

42

No protected turn
phase with ped.
phase

Dedicated permitted
LT phase with ped.

No LT conflictintersects with oneway

No LT conflictintersects with oneway

4

6

--

--

2. Signal Features:
2A. Adjacent LT
Traffic
Score

G-7
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No conflict (oneway Street–see
Parameter 6)

No conflict (one-way
Street- see
Parameter 6)

Rt Trn Ln, No
overlap, w/ Ped
Phase

Shared Right-Thru,
w/ Ped Phase

--

--

0

0

Ped. phase with
countdown signals

Ped. phase with
countdown signals

Ped. phase with
countdown signals

Ped. phase with
countdown signals

5

5

5

5

25 feet

15 feet

20 feet

20 feet

5

11

11

11

No RTOR –
one-way street

No conflict –
one-way Street

Allowed

Allowed

5

5

0

0

Painted markings
perpendicular to
traffic flow

Painted markings
perpendicular to
traffic flow

Painted markings
perpendicular to
traffic flow

Painted markings
perpendicular to
traffic flow

3

3

3

3

Intersects with
one-way street
(No RT conflict)

Departure leg
crossing one-way
street intersects with
two-way street
(LT not protected)

Intersects with
one-way street
(no LT conflict)

Approach leg
crossing of
one-way street
(no LT conflicts)

15

-10

15

30

Approach Total

72

62

69

91

Approach LOS

B

C

B

A

2B. Right Turn
Traffic
Score
2C. Pedestrian
Signal Display
Score
3. Corner Radius
Score
4. Right Turns On
Red
Score
5. Crosswalk
Score

6. Traffic Flow
Direction

Score

Ave Intersection
Score
Ave Intersection
LOS
LOS
A
B
C

73
B
Total Points
84 or greater
68-83
52-67

LOS
D
E
F

G-8

TOTAL POINTS
35-51
18-34
less than 18
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INTERSECTION PEDESTRIAN LOS - BLANK WORKSHEET
Parameters

Northbound

Approach Crossing
Eastbound
Southbound

Westbound

1. Pedestrian Crossing
Distance
Score
2. Signal Features:
2A. Adjacent LT Traffic
Score
2B. Right Turn Traffic
Score
2C. Pedestrian Signal
Display
Score
3. Corner Radius
Score
4. RTOR
Score
5. Crosswalks
Score
6. Traffic Flow Direction

Score
Approach Total
Approach LOS
Ave Intersection Score
Ave Intersection LOS
LOS
A
B
C

Total Points
84 or greater
68-83
52-67

LOS
D
E
F

G-9

TOTAL POINTS
35-51
18-34
less than 18
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G.3

BICYCLE INTERSECTION LOS

A.

General

APPENDIX G

The major impediments to the comfort and safety of bicyclists at signalized intersections are somewhat
different than those for pedestrians. Traffic signal features, potential conflicts with turning vehicles, and
a desire for physical space in the roadway (separation from automobile traffic lanes) are prominent issues
for bicyclists, with intersection crossing distance playing a minor role. Since bicyclists share space with,
and travel alongside motor vehicles, the speed of traffic is also a factor.
The key parameters of signalized intersections that enhance or reduce the perceived comfort and safety
of bicyclists are identified and assigned points according to how well they meet the objectives.
B.

Key Intersection Parameters
1.

Signal Phasing and Timing–Features that remove potential vehicular left-turn conflicts
from the path of bicyclists and features that place bicyclists before motorists (in time
and space) are rated as desirable. Signal phasing and timing accounts for 40 percent of
the possible points.

2.

Roadway Space for Bikes–Bicycle travel space, separated from the outside vehicular
travel lane, is viewed as highly desirable. Marked bike lanes are the preferred method
of accommodating in-street bike operations. There is a difference of opinion among
bicyclists concerning the desirability of wide outside travel lanes (13 to 14 feet)
compared to standard width travel lanes (10 to 12 feet). Because wide outside travel
lanes provide extra clearance between bicyclists and motorists, this methodology rates
wide outside lanes as better than standard lanes. Ratings are assigned according to how
space is allocated in advance of the intersection (approach leg) as well as how it is
allocated beyond the intersection (departure leg). This feature accounts for 30 percent
of the possible points.

3.

Right-Turn Conflict Treatment–This parameter addresses the potential conflict
involving motorists turning right and bicyclists traveling straight ahead at an intersection
approach. The preferred method of resolving this conflict is for bicyclists to use the
traffic lane if it is shared with traffic, or if there is a separate right turn lane, motorists
should merge right with bicyclists that are traveling straight ahead. Points are awarded
if there is no right- turn conflict with motorists. If there is a conflict, either no points are
awarded or points are taken away, depending on whether the bicyclist or motorist is
required to merge.

4.

Approach Speed of Traffic–As previously mentioned, vehicular traffic speeds affect
bicyclist's comfort and safety. For simplicity, the posted speed limit is used as a measure.

5.

Right-Turns-On-Red–This is another potential source of conflict between bicyclists and
motorists. Bicyclists can easily appear to blend into the background when a motorist is
looking to turn right on red because motorists are often looking for larger vehicles.

6.

Intersection Crossing Width–Crossing distance is a less important factor for bicyclists
than for pedestrians, but the risk of exposure in an intersection is worthy of rating.
G-11
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C.
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Intersection Features Not Rated

There are several other intersection features which are not rated that should be considered for bicyclist
safety and comfort. Among these features are sight lines, roadway lighting, pavement condition, and
street signing. To obtain meaningful results, a limited number of primary features are rated. Rating too
many features dilutes the results and tends to make features nearly indistinguishable in their relative
importance.
D.

Bicycle LOS Matrix

Adding the points of all six parameters for a particular intersection approach yields the LOS for that
approach. Adding all approach points and dividing by the number of approaches yields the overall
intersection LOS. More points equate to higher LOS.
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1. Signal Phasing and Timing
A. Bicycle Phase
A1.
No leading bicycle phase
A2.
Leading bicycle phase (cyclists given green seconds before other
traffic – requires bike display, bike lane, and bike detection)
B. Signal Timing
B1.
Green and yellow clearance time based on vehicular speeds
B2.
Green and yellow clearance time based on bicycle speeds
C. Stop Bar Location
C1.
Shared stop bar (motorists and bikes at common point)
C2.
Advanced stop bar or bike box (bikes stop closer to intersection
than motorists)
D. Vehicular Left Turn Phases (opposing cyclists)
D1.
None
D2.
Leading Protected/Permissive
D3.
Protected/Prohibited
D4.
No left turn conflict (Tee intersection or one-way)
2. Roadway Space for Bikes
Approach Leg
Ride in vehicle travel lane
(roadway 12 feet or less in width)

Departure Leg
Ride in vehicle travel lane
Ride in widened outside lane
Ride in bike lane or shoulder (4 feet min)
Ride in vehicle travel lane
Ride in widened outside lane
Ride in bike lane or shoulder (4 feet min)
Ride in vehicle travel lane
Ride in widened outside lane
Ride in bike lane or shoulder (4 feet min)

Ride in widened outside lane
(roadway 13 to 14 feet wide)
Ride in bike lane or shoulder
(4 feet min. width)

3.
A.
B.
C.

4.
A.
B.
C.

Right Turn Conflict Treatment
No right turn conflict (Tee intersection or one-way)
No separate vehicular right turn lane
Separate vehicular right turn lane
C1.
With bike lane to left of vehicular right turn lane (Figure 9c-3
of 2000 MUTCD)
C2.
No bike lane
C3.
Curb lane drops as vehicular right turn lane with bike lane to
left of vehicular right turn lane (Figure 9c-4 of 2000 MUTCD)
C4.
Curb lane drops as vehicular right turn lane, no bike lane
C5.
Bike lane to right of vehicular right turn lane
th

APPENDIX G
Points
0
12
0
6
0
10
0
6
12
15

0
10
15
10
20
25
15
25
30

15
0
0
-5
-10
-15
-25

Approach Speed of Traffic (85 percentile speed if known, otherwise posted speed limit)
High Speed (45 mph or more)
-15
Moderate Speed (35-40 mph)
0
Low speed (30 mph or less)
15
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5. Right Turns On Red
A. Allowed
B. Prohibited

0
5

6 Intersection Crossing Width
A. Less than 36 feet (typically up to 3 travel lanes)
B. 37 feet to 60 feet (approximately 5 travel lanes)
C. Greater than 61 feet (approximately 6+ travel lanes)

10
5
0

Bicycle LOS based on total points
LOS
A
B
C
D
E
F

Total Points
84 or greater
68-83
52-67
35-51
18-34
less than 18
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Parameters
1A. Signal Phasing/Timing
Features
Score
1B. Signal Timing
Score
1C. Stop Bar Location
Score

Northbound
No leading bicycle
phase

APPENDIX G

Approach Crossing
Eastbound
Southbound
Not applicable
No leading bicycle
(one-way street)
phase

Westbound
No leading bicycle
phase

0

--

0

0

Based on auto
speeds

--

Based on auto
speeds

Based on auto
speeds

0

--

0

0

Vehicles and bikes
at same location

--

Vehicles and bikes at
same location

Vehicles and bikes
at same location

0

--

0

0
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1D. Opposing Vehicle Left
Turn Phases

No left-turn conflict

--

Protected/Permissive

15

--

6

15

Bike lane to auto
travel lane: 12 foot
outside lane

Widened auto
travel lane to
12 foot auto
travel lane

15

10

Separate right-turn
lane that drops, bike
lane according
MUTCD

Shared TH/rightturn lane- no bike
lane

-10

-5

35 mph

35 mph

0

0

No right-turn conflict
(intersects with
one-way street)

Allowed

5

0

48 feet

73 feet

Score
2. Bike Space on Street
(Approach/Departure
Leg)

Auto travel lane to
auto travel lane:
12 foot outside
lane

Score

0

3. Right-Turning Traffic
Conflict: Shared traffic
lane/Separate rightturn lane

15

--

35 mph

Score

0

5. Right Turn on Red

--

No right turn
conflict
(intersects with
one-way street)

Score
4. Speed of Intersection
Approach

APPENDIX G

--

Allowed

Score

0

6. Intersection Crossing
Distance

--

50 feet

Score

No left-turn conflict

5

--

5

0

Approach Total

35

--

21

20

Approach LOS

D

E

E

Ave Intersection Score

25

Ave Intersection LOS

E

LOS
A
B
C

Total Points
84 or greater
68-83
52-67

LOS
D
E
F

G-16
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35-51
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INTERSECTION BICYCLE LOS - BLANK WORKSHEET
Parameters
1A. Signal Phasing/Timing
Features

Approach Crossing
Eastbound
Southbound

Northbound

Score
1B. Signal Timing
Score
1C. Stop Bar Location
Score
1D. Opposing Vehicle Left-Turn
Phases
Score
2. Bike Space on Street
(Approach/Departure Leg)
Score
3. Right-Turning Traffic Conflict:
Shared traffic lane/Separate
right-turn lane
Score
4. Speed of Intersection
Approach
Score
5. Right-Turn-on-Red
Score
6. Intersection Crossing
Distance
Score
Approach Total
Approach LOS
Ave Intersection Score
Ave Intersection LOS
LOS
A
B
C

Total Points
84 or greater
68-83
52-67

LOS
D
E
F

G-17

TOTAL POINTS
35-51
18-34
less than 18

Westbound
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TIA SUBMITTAL CHECKLIST
Submittal:
Please Select.
Project Name:

Document Date:
Previous Name:

Enter Date.

If Applicable

TIA
Consultant:
Phone #:
TIA Scoping Document
Approval Date:
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐
☐

Submitted
By:
Email:
Enter Date.

Unadjusted Daily Site
Trips:

The approved TIA Scoping Document(s) is(are) included in this submittal.
LOS D or better is expected at all study locations after proposed mitigations.
The study report has been prepared by and/or under the supervision of a NC Professional
Engineer (PE) with expertise in traffic engineering and is sealed by said PE
This study has identified all known deficiencies with and without the proposed development.
This study has identified mitigation measures to adequately accommodate the site trips.
Draft Transportation Mitigation Agreement is included in this submittal.

Explain here if any of the boxes above are unchecked:

☐

Concurrent submittal to NCDOT required.

The undersigned affirms that, except for the deviations noted below, the TIA submittal conforms to
the current City of Concord Technical Standards Manual, Article VIII, and the approved TIA
Scoping Document. The undersigned also acknowledges that the TIA will be rejected if the deviations
and justifications are not properly documented and approved by the City and/or NCDOT.
Deviations and Justifications (e.g., changes in site plan, development schedule, site trip and off-site trip
estimates, study area, data collection, analysis period and method, etc., Attach separate sheets if needed.)

TIA Consultant’s Signature

Print Name

(Professional Engineer of TIA Record)

2

Date

